LIVE SPENT HEAVY FOWL

Prices are trending steady to firm. Offerings are moderate for the light to instances moderate demand. Processing schedules are normal to less than normal with many operation continuing to monitor labor and transportation issues. Finished product are light to moderate for trade needs. Market activity is slow to moderate. The majority price for removal cost are unchanged at 0-5 cents per head. Feature activity is moderate.

(live hens are predominately egg-layers averaging about 3.5 lbs. live weight per bird.) Eastern region = AL, CT, DE, GA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, NC, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, SC, TN, VA, VT, and WV; North Central = IA, IL, IN, IA, MN, ND, NE, OH, SD, WI; South Central = AR, KS, LA, MO, NM, OK, TX.

LIVE SPENT LIGHT FOWL

Prices are trending steady. Offerings are moderate for the light to instances moderate demand. Processing schedules are normal to less than normal with many operation continuing to monitor labor and transportation issues. Finished product are light to moderate for trade needs. Market activity is slow to moderate. The majority price for removal cost are unchanged at 0-5 cents per head. Feature activity is moderate.

(RETAIL FOWL FEATURING)

Supermarket featuring during the week of 09/30 to 10/06

(ad prices in $/lb) Light Hens Heavy Hens Region Stores Wtd Avg Stores Wtd Avg
Northeast 118 1.29 127 1.79
Southeast 3 1.13
Midwest
South Central 6 1.06
Southwest
Northwest

% of stores featuring hens by region.  

Source: USDA Livestock, Poultry, & Grain Market News; Email: Atlanta.lpgmn@ams.usda.gov
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